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ABSTRACT

Reading is one of important aspect in process to get information. Audiovisual media is an interesting way to simulate discussion above, which active and creative. It’s related to the explanation above, the writer is interested to do the research of Learning to Produce Movie Review Orientated to Comparasion Many Reviews using Audiovisual Media for the Students of the Eleventh Grade at Pelita 1 Vocational High School Bandung 2016/2017. The formulation of the problem that the writer submits such as; 1) can the write do activity to plan, implement, and evaluated produce movie review that is orientated to comparasion many reviews by using audiovisual media to the students of the eleventh grade at Pelita 1 vocational high school Bandung ?; 2) do the students of the eleventh grade at Pelita 1 vocational high school to produce movie review that is orientated to comparasion many reviews in accurate ?; 3) is audiovisual media effective used for the students of the eleventh grade at Pelita 1 vocational high school Bandung in learning to produce movie review that is orientated to comparasion many reviews. The research method that the writer used is pre-experimental design kind of the one grop pretest postest by research technique of literature review, pretest, test and analysis. The conclusion such as. (1) The writer can plan and implement learning to produce movie review to comparasion many reviews by using audiovisual media for the students of the eleventh grade at Pelita 1 vocational high school Bandung. The result of score avarege palnning, implementation and evaluate of learning about 3,38 and 3,9. (2) The students of eleventh grade PK 1 Pelita 1 vocational high school Bandung to produce movie review that is orientated to comparasion many reviews correctly. It can be proved from the result of average pretest is about 20,96 and average result postest ia about 70,2 while the difference is average pretest about 49,24. (3) Audiovisual media is effective used for the students of the eleventh grade at Pelita 1 vocational high school Bandung in learning to produce movie review that is orientated to comparasion many reviews. It can be proved from the result of statistic count that shows \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \), that is 2,08 > 2,04 in level of trust 95% by free degree 32. According to the fact, the writer concludes that learning to produce movie review orientated to comparasion many reviews using audiovisual media that the writer formulates in reasercch can be accepted.
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